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ABSTRACT

Knowledge sharing is of much interest to both practitioners and researchers because of its potential to quicken learning, enhance innovation, reduce costs, and place organisations on a competitive edge. A principal tool for knowledge sharing has been identified by researchers to be virtual communities in which research collaboration and other knowledge sharing activities easily take place. Some key factors examined in literature as influencing knowledge sharing are technological, economic, and cultural. This paper concentrates on organisation culture with specific focus on trust as its component. While trust has been researched in other contexts, it has not been researched as an organisational cultural component that could affect knowledge sharing in virtual communities. This gap in knowledge is what this paper aims to fill. A conceptual framework is developed to express the relationship between trust components and knowledge sharing in virtual communities. The framework will be verified in future empirical research; however, possible implications of the research to research and practice are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

A real challenge for organisations at the beginning of the millennium was “....how to harness the intelligence and spirit of people at all levels of organisation to continually build and share knowledge” (Senge, 1997, p. 32). Since then researchers have shown that knowledge sharing provides business with competitive advantage (Reid, 2003), enhances innovative performance and reduces redundant learning efforts (Calantone, Cavusgil, & Zhao, 2002; Scarbrough, 2001). Most research has discussed technical and economic aspects of knowledge sharing while very limited attention is given to culture specific factors that affect knowledge sharing. Usoro et al. (2006) classified culture that affects knowledge sharing into organisational and societal categories. They also noted that research in culture is predominantly either value-based or work-practice based and this paper takes the work-practice approach.
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Organisation culture has many components and trust is one of them. Trust itself can be decomposed. For example, McAllister (1995) categorised trust into affective and cognitive categories. The effect of trust has been researched in different organisational aspects like coordination and control at interpersonal and organisational levels in the works of Shapiro (1987, 1990) and Zucher (1986). At organisational level it can be differently analysed, for example, trust in teams, trust of subordinates to leaders or managers and trust between organisations (Pesamaa & Hari, 2007; Politis, 2003; Selsness & Sallis, 2003; Grayson & Ambler, 1999). Nonetheless, Zaheer, Bill, and Vincenzo (1998, p. 141) noted that “considerable ambiguity is evident in the literature about the precise role of trust as it operates at different levels of analysis and its influence on performance.”

Thus, this research is one of the efforts at addressing the ambiguity on the role of trust. This research examines trust from the point of view of being a subset of organisational culture, and investigates how it affects knowledge sharing. The rest of this paper will present (a) research problem; (b) existing research; (c) review of literature; (d) IT professionals in virtual communities and knowledge sharing; (e) levels of trust in organisation; (f) dimensions of trust; (g) research model (h) implications; and (i) limitations and future work.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

This research is part of a large scale study on the ‘effects of organisational culture on knowledge sharing in virtual communities’. The current paper focuses only on trust factor of organisational culture. To determine the effect of trust on knowledge sharing, the level of trust in an organisation has to be first established and this is investigated in this paper.

The research problem can be illustrated by Figure 1 below. The example supposes a virtual community of three institutions: University of the West of Scotland (UWS), Glasgow University and Strathclyde University. Assuming that the trust levels (TL) of two organisations are equal (TLw = TLgal), the question is whether the amount of knowledge they would share among themselves or with others will vary or be the same. On the other hand, assuming that the trust level of Strathclyde University (see Figure 1) is greater than that of UWS, does this mean that the former institution will be more inclined to share knowledge than the latter?

EXISTING RESEARCH

Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman (1995, 2007) carried out a pioneer study that dimensioned trust into benevolence, integrity and competence or ability components and Sharratt and Usoro (2007) used this dimension to hypothesize relationships between them and knowledge sharing in virtual communities. They found that all three dimensions have positive relationships with knowledge sharing in virtual communities. This study is not repeating Sharratt and Usoro’s (2007) study but focuses on trust as an organisational cultural factor. The idea of trust existing as a component of organisational culture is supported by other studies (cf., Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000; Park, Ribiere, & Schultel., 2004).

Ismail, Nayla, and Yasmeen (2007) researched the relationship of organisational culture and knowledge sharing. They used the organisational cultural factors specified by Govindarajan and Gupta (2000). Apart from trust, they found information systems, communication, rewards and organisation structure to be positively related to knowledge sharing. One of the main limitations in their research was generalisation because they collected data only from Bahraini organisations. Ismail, Nayla, and Yasmeen’s (2007) discussion of relationships between trust and knowledge sharing was not in-depth and although it provides a good foundation for the current study, the context of the latter is virtual communities, making the research reported by this paper unique.

Figure 2 clearly draws the boundary to the research and puts trust and knowledge sharing in
the contexts of organisational culture and virtual communities, respectively. This paper, which focuses only on trust, is part of a larger scope of study into how organisational culture affects knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

**REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

**Organisational Culture**

Schein (1985) describes organisational culture as a set of implicit assumptions held by members of a group that determines how the group behaves and responds to its environment. It reflects member’s experiences, their beliefs, attitudes and values.

Though organisational culture is described as implicit, the main approach to its is not only value based but also work-practice based (Usoro & Kuofie, 2006). Park et al. (2004) used value-based approach to study culture and dimensioned organisational culture into trust, sharing information freely and working closely together or making friends. However, he acknowledged that if the purpose of the research is to obtain a global perception then a questionnaire using practice-based approach would be adequate. The researchers who believe that value based approach is not the most appropriate approach argue that organisations show more differences in work practices than in values (Hofstede, 2001, p. 394). In a slight similarity to Park et al.’s (2004) view, Berg and Wilderom’s (2004) consider values as important but at the same time they consider values as sometimes a difficult factor to contain within an organisation: it is difficult to draw a boundary between values that belong to an organisation and those that are not. Thus, they preferred work-practice approach to studying organisational culture more so as the approach would highlight more differences between organisations. Their specified dimensions of culture are:

- Autonomy.
- External orientation.
- Interdepartmental coordination.
- Human resource content.
- Improvement orientation.

Identifying with these arguments, this research also adopts the practice based approach.

**Trust as a Concept**

Trust has been studied in different disciplines like psychology like in psychology (Rotter, 1971, 1980; Elliott & Yannopoulou, 2007) and different contexts like in organisations (Bijlsma & Koopman, 2003), and virtual communities (Casalo, Flavian, & Guinaliu., 2008), to name only a few. Moreover, different approaches have been used. For example Bhattacharya, Devinney, and Pillutla (1998) used a highly statistical and mathematical approach to examine and define it. Nonetheless, they agree (after they examined various definitions and studies across different disciplines) that no matter the approach used or
the discipline of study, common characteristics are evident. These characteristics are that:

- Trust exists in an uncertain and risky environment;
- Trust reflects an aspect of predictability, that is, it is an expectancy;
- Trust’s importance differs according to circumstance;
- Trust has some strength over time and circumstance;
- Trust exists in an environment of mutuality, that is, it is situation and person specific; and
- Trust is associated with positive (not negative) outcomes.

Rousseau et al. (1998) agreed with the idea of uncertainty (or vulnerability) in trust and expectancy which two characteristics, he considered, are common in most trust definitions.

Another scholar who agreed on expectancy characteristic is Rotter (1967, p. 651) with his definition of trust as “an expectancy held by an individual or a group that the word, promise, verbal or written statement of another individual or group can be relied upon.”

The variability of importance and strength of trust accounts for each trust situation and the difference in consequence of trusting. For example, the reliability of public transport turning up in time in an African village may be scored the strength of 50%, much lower than in a city as London. However, their importance may be the same as the consequence of a late bus in a relaxed African village but may be as severe as such lateness in London.

Bhattacharya et al.’s (1998) also include mutuality in the same way that trust is specific to individuals and situations. A religious clergy or politician can be very much trusted by their followers but even among the followers there are likely to be variations which are also based on the situations – a member of the laity may trust his or her clergy on certain pronouncements but not on others for instance. To emphasise the variability of trust, Barney and Hansen (1994) describes weak, semi-strong and strong forms of trust.

The last item on Bhattacharya et al.’s (1998) list is the positive nature of all trusts. Perhaps this is reflected in the idea of competence included in Mayer et al.’s (2007) definition of trust. The trustee is expected to be competent or able to perform.

Bhattacharya et al.’s (1998) synthesised characteristics appear comprehensive. However, it can be added that trust is not only between individuals but can have inanimate entities as a party or parties in the trust relationship. Rotter (1967, p. 651) in his definition above included the fact that an entity can be a group and not just an individual. An organisation can also
constitute an entity in a trust relationship as exemplified in the research literature (cf., Selness & Sallis, 2003; Smith & Barclay, 1997; and Zaher, Bill, & Vencanzo, 1998).

Perhaps a way of viewing trust as a process and taking into consideration the foregoing discussion is Figure 3.

Using Figure 3, trust can be defined as the expectations that an entity (a trustee) has that another entity (a trustor) will fulfill promises, through proper actions using the trustor’s knowledge and skills; and that the outcomes will be desirable to the trustor. Mutuality and variability of trust have to be noted as implicit in this definition. That variability and mutuality account for different trust relationships and makes measurements and comparative research, such as the one this paper proposes, possible.

**Trust in Organisational Culture**

As has been indicated before, trust has been researched as a component of organisational culture. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, Gupta and Govindaraj (2000) include trust in their dimensions of organisational culture. More recently, Park et al. (2004) also positioned trust within organisational culture just as Tyler (2003) did in his research which indicated that the change in the nature of organisations increases the importance of trust within and between them. One of such changes is virtuality with the use of information systems to glue together separated entities of organisations. Trust need to exist within and between these entities for them to share knowledge and collaboratively progress.

In an organisation, trust can be noticed in different areas, for example, trust in teams, trust between colleagues and trust of subordinates towards managers. Trust benefits organisations in many ways, for example trust between managers and members reduces or even eliminates monitoring (Costa, Roe, & Taillieu, 2001). Trust works as a lubricant in a wide array of organisational processes (Bijlsma et al., 2003) and economic transactions by creating good relations between actors and saves the organisation monitoring costs (Creed & Miles, 1996; Powell, 1990). It has been empirically proven that trust is positively related to team performance, team satisfaction and relationship commitment (Costa et al., 2001). Trust leads to acceptance of decisions (Tyler, 2003) and acceptance of influence (Tyler & Degoej, 1996). The foregoing discussion indicates that trust is a component of organisational culture and has great importance in organisations.

**Virtual Communities**

Preece (2000) made the point that virtual communities are complex social systems enabled by complex sets of information technologies. Rheingold (1994), considered as one of the first to present the meaning of a virtual community, described it as a social aggregation that emerges after people using communication technologies (typically the Internet) have carried out enough discussions, with sufficient feelings, to form relationships. Scholars generally agree that members of virtual communities most often do not meet face to face but are connected by technology (Camison, Palacios, Garrigos, & Devece, 2009; Hsu, Ju, Yen, & Chang, 2007, p. 153) which removes the space and time barriers (Andersen, 2005).

The motivation is to gain social support and sense of belonging, to share or pursue a common interest which may be fantasies and/or transactions (Hagel & Armstrong, 1998). Another important reason why people belong to virtual communities has been said to be knowledge sharing which can be research collaboration, data or message exchange (Wang, Yü, & Fesenmaier, 2002). Hence, virtual communities have been recognised an important tool of Knowledge Management (KM) (Camison et al., 2009).

Wasko and Faraj (2005) investigated why people share their knowledge with others in electronic networks of practice. They found that both reputation and centrality have significant influences on the helpfulness and volume of knowledge contribution. Knowledge can flow easily when employees view knowledge as a public good belonging to the whole organiz-
tion (Ardichvili et al., 2003). Kollok (1999) suggested that there are four possible reasons why a person is motivated to contribute valuable information or resources to a group. They are:

- The expectation that one will subsequently receive useful help in return;
- The increasing of one’s own reputation and status in the group through contributing;
- A sense of efficacy; and
- The feeling of belonging to the group.

Virtual communities are therefore good platforms for knowledge sharing.

**Knowledge Sharing**

Lin (2007) defines knowledge sharing as a social interaction culture, involving exchange of employee knowledge, experience and skills. In Davenport and Prusak’s (1998) opinion, organisations are like knowledge markets, where buyers (people seeking knowledge), sellers (people with substantial knowledge), and brokers (people making connections between buyers and sellers) engage through some form of communication which results in knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing has been proved by studies to be of great importance to organisations as it provides them with competitive advantage (Reid, 2003). Other researchers have demonstrated that knowledge sharing enhances innovative performance and reduces redundant learning efforts (Calantone et al., 2002; Scarbrough, 2003); and innovative performance is the principal mechanism for organisational growth and sustainability (Sullivan & Dooley, 2010).

Hooff and Weenen (2004a) indicated that the practice of mutual knowledge exchange between employees result in jointly creating new knowledge and they identified two dimensions of knowledge sharing: knowledge donating (communicating their personal intellectual capital to others) and knowledge collecting (consulting colleagues to encourage them to share their intellectual capital).

**IT PROFESSIONALS IN VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING**

In an organisation IT department consists of various personnel whose skills can generally be divided into technical and non-technical skills (Goles, Hawk, & Kaiser, 2008). Hardware, systems and application software, and telecommunications skills are some of the examples of technical skills (Cash, Yoong, & Huff, 2004). Trigo et al. (2010) described non-technical skills generally to include: (a) business skills, such as knowledge of the organization’s structure, strategy, processes and culture and the ability to understand the business environment; (b) management skills as planning, leading, organizing and controlling; and (c) soft skills.

Both technical and non-technical professionals can find virtual communities very useful in sharing their experiences, seeking solutions and learning new techniques. Virtual communities formed by professionals are known as professional virtual communities (PVC). Bifulco and Santoro (2005) developed a conceptual framework for professional virtual communities and described them as emerging human-centred new organisational arrangements aimed at le-
Figure 4. Organisational culture dimensions from the work of Gupta and Govindarajan (2000)

This study will help IT professionals from different organisations to understand how their organisational culture affects their knowledge sharing activity in virtual communities which often cut across organisational boundaries.

LEVELS OF TRUST IN AN ORGANISATION

Literature shows that trust exists at different levels of analysis. For example, trust exists within individuals, within groups or organisations and between organisations. Mishra (1996) confirmed that trust exists even at institutional level, for example, the public’s trust in their political system. Trust as a factor in an organisation is considered to be very important and much research has been conducted on it (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000; Park et al., 2004).

In organisations, trust can be noticed in teams, between subordinates and their leaders or managers, between different departments, between external (customers/suppliers) and organisations and between organisations. Zaheer et al. (1998, p. 141) noted that “considerable ambiguity is evident in the literature about the precise role of trust as it operates at different levels of analysis and its influence on performance”. To systematically study trust in
an organisation and to simplify its role so that its level in an organisation can be assessed, we have proposed that trust should be based on interactions. Interactions can be internal among members of an organisation or with external entities like suppliers, customers and competitors. Interactions may create a relationship between inter-actionists. On the basis of this main categorisation of interactions in an organisation (internal and external) trust has been divided into internal and external levels (of trust) in this research as shown in Figure 5.

- Internal trust consists of trust between members of organisations. This trust level has different sub levels like trust between subordinates and managers, between managers or between subordinates.
- External trust consists of trust between an organisation and external entities. Some of the sub levels of external trust are trust between customers and organisation, between suppliers and organisation and inter organisational level.

For an organisation trust is operationally defined in terms of the average level of trust among the members of the organisation (Mishra, 1996). In this research organisational trust consists of internal and external trusts which are considered as exhaustive generalisation of the trust levels as seen in existing literature (and to the best of the authors’ knowledge). These literature-supported levels, e.g., trust between organisation and members (Gabarro, 1987; Tyler, 1996), are used as subcomponents of internal and external trust. Full literature support of the subcomponents is presented in the sections that follow.

**Internal Trust**

Internal trust refers to trust between entities inside the organisation, i.e., an organisation towards its members, members towards their organisation and interpersonal trust (between members). Figure 6 lists a sample of studies related to internal level of trust.

**Interpersonal Level**

Interpersonal trust describes trust between co-workers (Ismail et al., 2007) and is recognised as an attribute of organisational culture (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000). Organisational members almost always depend on the support and cooperation of each other. It is interpersonal level trust that facilitates cooperation among staff members (Pesamaa et al., 2007). Trust at interpersonal level increases social control and facilitates reciprocity and sympathy (Axelrod, 1984). When there is similarity in ideas and thinking, then performing organisational task effectively and efficiently might not be a problem. When interpersonal trust is high between staff they might have good relationship with each other, staff may use their skills and abilities, and might share their knowledge to help themselves. Politis (2003) empirically showed that interpersonal trust is essential for knowledge sharing and collaboration in teams.

Members of virtual communities, having high interpersonal levels of trust in organisations in which they work, might trust other participants of virtual communities making the chances of creating a trusting relationship very high. Participants of virtual communities should cooperate with each other by replying to postings on virtual communities, starting discussion, giving suggestions, providing sources or direction. If an organisation has high interpersonal levels of trust then it should have a positive effect on knowledge sharing in virtual communities. Thus,

Hypothesis 1: A high interpersonal level of trust has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

**Between Organisation and Staff**

According to Jude Welles (2005), in a survey in 2004 by Rights Management consultants, about thirty percent (35%) of new managers and executives in industry failed in their jobs because of their inability to build relationships and teamwork with staff. A good relationship
between managers and staff is important for organisations. Trust can play a positive role to create enabling relationships between managers and staff. Thus, Gabarro (1987) emphasized that trust is one of the main characteristics that subordinates want in their leaders; and this is very important because these leaders or managers are the principal representatives of the organisation and through them can members trust the organisation.

If the managers trust their employees there will be less control and monitoring (Costa et al., 2001), the chance of positive reply from employees towards organisation may be high; and the organisation can expect them to use their skills and share their knowledge with each other to perform tasks. Moreover, the chances are high that employees will share their expertise (knowledge) with other colleagues, be committed to the organisation, be loyal to the organisation, and perform extra roles (Tyler, 1996). Iverson, McLeod and Erwinl (1996) proved empirically that employee trust is a significant determinant of organisational performance.

To highlight changing organisational work environment, Costa et al. (2001, p. 226) stated that “traditional forms of management have been replaced by more collaborative approaches that emphasize coordination, sharing of responsibilities and the participation of the workers in the decision processes”. In this new work environment more and more people work from home or from miles away, so controlling such staff is difficult. Thus, to have a trust relationship in such a situation would be very helpful. In this direction, Child and Guido (2003) found that corporate manager’s trust in their foreign entities’ performance is positively related to growth in sales and profits.

When an organisation has a high trust level between itself and its staff then the chances are high that members from such an organisation will share their knowledge with other participants in virtual communities which may traverse organisational boundaries. Thus,

Hypothesis 2: A high trust relationship between staff and an organisation has a positive effect on knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

**External Trust**

External trust exists between organisation members and external entities like customers, suppliers and other organisations. Figure 7 lists research related to external level of trust.

**Organisation and Customers**

Businesses are established to earn money. However, competition and customer’s knowledge of the market are among some of the factors that make it difficult to gain profit. Customers not only want products but also good services. If a business is only about earning money and ignoring customer satisfaction, very soon such a business will disappear from the market. Thus the best strategy for a business is to have a win-win relationship; profit for the business and satisfaction for customers.

To compete and gain profit, businesses need to build relationships with customers. Trust plays a significant role in achieving this objective (Guenzi, Johnson, & Castaldo, 2009). Customer trust in an organisation is affected by trust in both the staff and organisation branded products (Guenzi et al., 2009). Trust is one of the important drivers of customer retention (Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003). Gremler et al (2001) specified dimensions of interpersonal bonds: trust, rapport, care and familiarity. They claimed that customer’s trust in employees has a positive relationship with WOM (word of mouth) of customers about the organisation.

The outcome of trust relationships between customers and an organisation may not be limited to profit of business or satisfaction of customers but can extend to willingness to share their experience (knowledge) with the organisation. In virtual communities such customers may respond to questions asked, take part or start discussions, give suggestions and perform other knowledge sharing activities. Thus,
Hypotheses 3: A trust relationship between organisation and customers is positively related to knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

**Inter-Organisational Level**

Inter-organisational trust level means trust between two or more organisations some of which may be suppliers, competitors or other types of organisations. Most modern businesses survive on inter-organisational collaborations. A typical organisation often has limited expertise hence the necessity to collaborate with other organisations. Some of the main goals of such collaboration are: to develop new products (Rindleisch & Moorman, 2001), to strengthen supply chains (Wathne & Heide, 2004), to reduce operating costs (Cannon & Homburg, 2001) and to devise industry standards (e.g., the 3G project of Qualcomm, Ericsson, and others). For a successful cooperation between two organisations more than friendship is required. Pesamaa et al. (2007) empirically proved that trust and commitment will initiate cooperation between two businesses. Inter-organisational trust reduces costs and opportunistic behaviours (Selnes & Sallis, 2003). Research has found out that inter-organisational trust increases performance (Selnes & Sallis, 2003; Zaheer et al., 1998; Smith & Barclay, 1997). If an organisation has a high inter-organisational trust level then its members might trust members of other organisations easily and will help participants to solve their problems, be more open to start discussion, develop more innovative and original solutions, respond to questions posted by members, guide each other and thus they will be sharing their tacit knowledge with each other. Virtual communities often span across different organisations thus inter-organisational trust can be very important. There seems to be a positive connection between knowledge sharing and high inter-organisational trust level. Thus,

Hypothesis 4: Organisation members having high inter-organisational trust level increases knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

**DIMENSIONS OF TRUST**

Previous research has shown some similarity in dimensioning the trust concept. Most of these previous studies were context specific. The dimensions specified by Mayer et al. (1995) which are integrity, benevolence and ability or competence are mostly cited by other
researchers and many believe that these are very generalized dimensions of trust. These trust dimensions along with those proposed by other researchers are summarised in Table 1 below (Costa et al., 2001; Sako, 1992; Mayer et al., 1995; McAllister, 1995; Ganesan, 1994).

As indicated on Table 2, these dimensions from earlier research have been mapped into benevolence, knowledgeableness and openness which are the three trust dimensions adopted and used in this research.

**Benevolence**

Benevolence means to be kind and helpful. It is the extent to which a party is believed to want to do good for the trusting party, aside from a selfish profit motive (Mayer et al., 2007). It can also imply being forgiven of other’s misgivings. Benevolence is a very important dimension of trust both at internal and external levels of trust of an organisation. The role of benevolence at internal level of trust is very clear and we can find many examples where this dimension can play a significant role. In an organisation if a person is kind, other colleagues generally trust that individual. Similarly when a manager is benevolent to her subordinates, they will likely trust her.

Benevolence in external level of trust of an organisation has also a significant role. For example, if customers perceive that an organisation’s staffs are kind and helpful then the chances should be very high that customers will trust such an organisation. Similarly, if an organisation staffs are benevolent to suppliers then a trusting relationship may engender between an organisation and suppliers. Benevolence can create a good relationship at inter-organisational level too.

Benevolence can initiate a feeling of kindness and helpfulness between human and organisational entities. When entities are benevolent to each other there is a high possibility that they will trust each other.

**Knowledgeableness**

Knowledge is necessary not only for good performance of tasks but also for earning respect and trust from other employees.

In internal level of trust (interpersonal as well as between staff and organisation) knowledgeableness can create a trusting relationship. Generally in an organisation, staff and managers trust those individuals who know their jobs well; for example, in colleges and universities teachers’ knowledge is one of the reasons that their students trust and respect them. Knowledgeableness helps in creating a trusting relationship between parties and this enhances knowledge sharing between colleagues.

Knowledgeableness has roots in the ability (competence) dimension of trust which is specified by Mayer et al. (2007). Mayer et al. (2007, p. 346) highlighted the importance of ability (competence) in a supplier/buyer relationship. According to them, “if the supplier’s ability to deliver is questionable, it will not be trusted”. If the external entities of an organisation are able and skilful it may increase the chance for the organisation to trust such an entity.

---

**Figure 7. External trust**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-organisational trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Selness and Sallis, 2003; Smith and Barclay, 1997; Zaher et al., 1998)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust between organisation and staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Cartaldo et al., 2009; Ranaweera and Prabhu, 2003; Gremler et al., 2001; Grayson and Ambler, 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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The belief that the second party is highly knowledgeable can create de-motivational factors. For example, if we meet a person who is more highly educated than us, we may shy away from quickly expressing our views because we are afraid of making wrong statements. Conversely, a knowledgeable individual may not share his knowledge with others because of fear of risking his job. McClure and Faraj (2000) found that people think of their knowledge as a private asset and a competitive advantage thus some members of an organisation would not share their knowledge with colleagues. However, Ardichivili et al. (2003) found that only a small minority do not share their knowledge because of information hoarding.

**Openness**

If a person is knowledgeable and benevolent but is not open in communication, trust would be dampened. Openness, which refers to expressing of thoughts and feelings without restrictions, is very important in both internal and external levels of trust.

In internal level of trust (interpersonal and between staff and organisation) openness helps in creating a trusting relationship. In an organisation, staffs usually trust those colleagues and managers who are honest and fair. If an individual believes that his colleague is unnecessarily hiding information that should be shared then he might not trust that colleague. Staff trusts those managers who are honest in fulfilling their promises.

In external level of trust (between organisation and other external entities), openness is equally important. For example, if a supplier is open (and honest) with an organisation, it may create or increase the trust relationship between the organisation and its suppliers. This will help in sharing useful knowledge between themselves.

Table 2 presents the dimensions of trust specified in this research. The table consists of mainly two parts. On the right, dimensions from literature are listed and grouped with respect to similarity. On the left dimensions which we specified in this research are listed. The +++ shows strong correspondence between our dimension with those from literature, + represents some correspondence and – means that there is no correspondence. For example, the second line in the Table shows +, +++ and – entries. It means that benevolence has some relationship with integrity, fairness and credibility, +++ means openness has strong relationship and – indicates that it is difficult to find any examples where the relationship between knowledgeableleness can be established with those on the right.

**RESEARCH MODEL**

The model on Figure 8 consists of dimensions of trust and levels of trust. The three dimensions of trust which are benevolence, openness and knowledgeablelessness determine the four sub-levels of trust in organisation. The four sub levels of trust are interpersonal, staff and organisations, inter-organisational; and organisation and customers. Each dimension of trust is a component in each of the four levels of trust. The four levels of trust determine the internal and external levels of trust. The model suggests that internal and external levels of trust have positive relationships with knowledge sharing.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Even though the research is currently at a conceptual rather than an empirical level, a number of implications can be drawn. Firstly, managers should encourage knowledge sharing by building trust relationships with and among organisation members. Having good trust relationships between managers and staff will not only help in sharing knowledge but will affect on organisation performance as a whole. Good trust relationships will help in securing manager’s jobs as Jude Welles (2004) observed...
Table 1. Dimensions of trust from previous researches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Faith</td>
<td>Cook and Wall (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Confidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Competence</td>
<td>Sako (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Goodwill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Benevolence</td>
<td>Ganesan (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Competence or Ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Dimensions of trust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust dimensions in several studies grouped with respect to similarity</th>
<th>Correspondence with presented dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>Goodwill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Research model: trust levels in an organisation and knowledge sharing
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that 35% managers failed in their jobs because they failed to build trust relationships with their employees.

Secondly, this research simplifies the role of trust in organisations by dividing the role into internal and external levels; thus contributing to literature that endeavors to clear the ambiguity in the role trust plays in organisations (Zaheer et al., 1998).

Thirdly, with regards to customers, this paper shows the importance of creating and maintaining a trusting relationship. The field of customer relationship management has contributions to managers on how to do this. But suffice to say that organisations should maintain their capabilities, transparency (openness) and dependability to their stakeholders who are more than customers. Especially with the current economic recession, stakeholders’ loyalty and support are very important to the existence of organisations.

Fourthly, inter-personal trust should be encouraged within an organisation. This would not develop without personal interactions among staff. So, managers should organise and manage in a way that enables sufficient interactions whether face to face or virtually. The managers themselves should show a good example of being trustworthy and making their subordinates feel trusted.

Fifthly, inter-organisational relationships cannot be avoided in the current age of collaboration often along supply chain lines. Whether the relationships are horizontal or vertical, trust is its lubricant. Managers should ensure that their organisations keep their side of any contracts they have with their partners or suppliers. By positively contributing to the relationship they will be using their capabilities to build and maintain trust.

Finally, the research model will help managers to carry out trust-related analysis of the organisation. The research model is simple and defines the different levels and components of trust in an organisation.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper reports on a part of a study that investigates the effect of organisational culture on knowledge sharing in virtual communities. It focuses on trust as an organisational cultural component. The various dimensioning of trust in literature has been synthesised into benevolence, knowledgeability and openness. Almost every research has some limitations and this paper is no exception to that.

Trust has been divided into internal and external levels of trust. These two levels have further sub levels of trust in organisation. In this research only a few sub levels of trust have been identified. Research should be conducted to define the more complete list of sublevels of internal and external levels of trust.

This in only a conceptual study and not yet supported by empirical evidence. There is therefore a need for a follow up empirical study that will begin with the operationalization of the theoretical model such that data can be collected and analysed to test the relationships between the constructs of the model. A survey using questionnaire method will be used to gather data that will be analysed to examine the research model.
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A Dynamic Approach to Introduce Competency Frameworks: Application to the IT & Systems Management Domain

Alfonso Urquiza Echavarren, Universidad Francisco de Vitoria, Spain

ABSTRACT

Although a wide consensus exists about potential business benefits derived from Competency based HR management practices, reality shows that in practice, Competency Management deployment cases are scarce and difficult to implement. This HR business related problem directly affects IT Software industries, both in HRMS applications development and consultancy related services. Market indicators reflect ‘unbalance’ between potential organizational benefits and actual applications deployment. In this context, defining useful, business-oriented Competency Frameworks has become an important challenge for many organizations willing to progress along through continuous HRM improvement processes. This paper addresses the major issues underlying this Competency Management unbalance. A new business-oriented approach proposing an alternative, scope extended methodology is outlined in this publication, after field validation and wide acceptance from experts in functional HR management and IT Systems professionals from various large size organizations. Therefore, the findings resulting from this research work have both theoretical and practical implications in helping IT management in defining efficient HRMS Competency based applications and deployment strategies.

Keywords: CIO Skills, Competencies, Competency Frameworks, Human Capital Management, Systems Management Model

INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND INTEREST IN COMPETENCY BASED MANAGEMENT

Today’s Human Resources (HR) management evolution from a traditional functional support activity to a process-oriented, business-aligned scenario is shaping the way in which HR professionals work and the scope and architecture of Human Resources Management Systems (HRMS) provided by the Software Industry. Traditionally, large size organizations focussed primary interest in this area towards Payroll and other basic administrative functions automation. Other required management...
activities such as recruitment or training were also performed in a semi or non automated or integrated manner, thus generating relatively large staff departmental units dedicated to HR, not directly linked to main organizational business.

Most recent organizational scenarios produced new efforts focussed to generate efficiency, transforming and automating most HR operations in place in which process flows were handled as ‘automated transactions’ and self-service tasks directly implicating employees became common, enhancing task-driven routines formerly performed by HR departments.

Within this background scenario, CM business interest appears very much linked to the new Human Capital (HC) paradigm (Blain & Dodd, 1999). Two new dimensions appear. The first is that a new strategic role is expected from HR, linked to what is known as Talent management. The second one is that HR becomes another component within the organization such as IT, Financial Management, Supply Chain Management, Customer Relations Management or any other, all of them driven to produce products or services generating value to the Customer. HC organizational Talent investment value (Cantrel, Benton, Laudal, & Thomas, 2006) needs now to be continuously measured and managed. Two associated facts are shaping the development of the new economy:

- The first is that the Talent market is becoming one of the levers of value determining success in most business markets. Independently of current financial crisis, business markets are generally growing while ‘Talent markets’, particularly in technology driven organizations, seems to be shrinking, so that Talent is considered a most valuable asset requiring new management approaches in today’s organizations. It is in this context where CM practices are viewed as a most valuable HR business approach to define, measure and manage these talent assets, the Human Capital of the organization.

- The second one is the growing contribution of Information Technology & Systems to most organizations business results. E-Business process transformation is boosting the development of new management approaches, such as HRMS’s.

It is in this comprehensive management context, conditioned by increasing business expectations from managing and developing organization’s workforce, where CM becomes the integrating key component in HC Management Systems (Sagi-Vela, 2004) reshaping today’s and future E-HRM implementation strategies. Analysts add HR professionals throughout the world have published research initiatives results validating the potential business benefits and performance improvement effects derived from implementing Competency based HR management practices. Probably the most significant starting point in building interest in CM comes from the publication of a most interesting book from (Boyatzis, 1982) in which the Competency orientation effect as a conceptual response to competitive business challenges is identified. CM usually pursues the following goals:

1) Support business objectives, providing information to acquire, maintain, influence, develop and retain the right employees.
2) Align people, processes and technology around shared values.
3) Measure the strategic value of Human Capital investments.
4) Anticipate human capital changes.
5) Learn from industry best practices, leveraging benchmarking data.

The reference guide generated by SEI’s People Capability Maturity Model or P-CMM (Curtis, 2001) is another example of trust and confidence in the CM approach. P-CMM is a five level reference model built upon experience in implementing employee’s performance continuous improvement practices in a selected number of multinational and large size organizations. The competency-based practices appli-
cation appears in the most significant Process areas of the 3 highest Maturity Levels (Defined, Predictable and Optimizing) within the Model.

The stated market CM ‘unbalance’ situation between business potential and actual real deployment extend is proven by our research findings, showing that 86% of Spain’s largest organizations have interest in deploying improved, comprehensive Competency based management practices, but just 24% of them have put in place long term HRM SW transformation initiatives in place. Management related Competency Framework’s research result indicates that the subject is still immaterial. Theoretical oriented initiatives such as the work presented by (Ravarini, Moro, Tagliavini, & Guimaraes, 2004) are based in statistically collected information from thousands of IT professionals around the globe, but when it comes to practical implementations, although interesting to consider as a starting reference, they do not fit into the specific business context of individual organizations and are difficult to keep updated and business-aligned in dynamic organizational scenarios. Researchers, HR professionals and IT specialists demand new innovative research efforts to try to break through potential barriers and speed up the deployment of new, business aligned CM based initiatives.

Competency Management (CM) is considered by some authors (Sagi-Vela, 2004) as a complementary methodology to other related HR management practices, such as emotional intelligence or very often, Knowledge Management. Most of today’s known research initiatives relating Intellectual Capital and technology (Mayo, 2002), (Lindgren, Stenmark, & Ljungberg, 2003), Ward and Aurum (2004) are usually focussed to Knowledge Management (KM), while CM contributions are scarce, directed to specific related aspects as corporate organizational effects (Lindgren, 2005) or Competencies development (Hardless, 2005). Both concepts—KM and CM—are closely related, but the first deals more with the capture, analysis, application and reuse of Knowledge within the organization, with the objective of improving business processes quality, reducing costs and generating competitive advantage. CM however is mostly focused towards employee life cycle management in the organization. In the field of IT, several efforts are devoted to the importance of CM in this field (e.g., Colomo-Palacios et al., 2010; Ruano-Mayoral et al., 2010; Trigo et al., 2010).

The necessity to suggest new proposals around organizational CM application is evident as indicated by (Grzda, 2004). His research results concludes that a major problem behind the usage of organizational Competency Frameworks is due to the conceptual ambiguity in Competency definitions, due to complex job definitions schemas and formal contradictions in dependant or independent variables definitions used by Competencies.

The identified innovation requirements and wide interest concerning Competency Frameworks definition justifies the efforts in this research, mainly focused to provide guidance in IT strategic decision making for Software application developers and consultancy services. The methodological suggested approach to organizational Competency Frameworks described in following parts of this paper has been successfully validated in various large size organizations, considering both theoretical and practical implications.

COMMON ASPECTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCY FRAMEWORKS

Competency Frameworks are currently just viewed as a model definition of Competencies, to be used by individuals in HR management processes as maps or indications of behaviour, Knowledge or skills that are valued, recognized and sometimes rewarded by the organization (CIPD, 2008). They may be considered as the language of ‘performance’ in any organization.

In most corporate organizational contexts, the objective behind creating a Framework is to identify the generic and activities related Competencies (and associated levels of compli-
ance) that truly have impact in business results (Draganidis & Mentzas, 2006).

The most extended industry methodology relies in creating complex internal Work job analysis aimed at the identification of 'standard' corporate job profiles (Pereda & Berrocal, 2001). Job description includes objectives, evaluation criteria, organizational hierarchy and level of autonomy (Pereda & Berrocal, 2001). Following steps are considered:

2. Employee’s dissemination, seeking active process support from labour workforce.
3. Generic common corporate Competency definition, according to identified mission, values and strategic options.
4. Job profiles definition, from previous job descriptions and required consolidating efforts, each profile is defined in terms of required competencies and performance level, thus finalizing the Competency dictionary.
5. Framework validation, usually in a limited functional segment of corporate organizational scope.

This complex and highly cost process involves too many persons (both internal and external consultants) and has also the disadvantage that in changing market or business scenarios, the picture translated to Competencies may become quickly outdated due to change in corporate priorities towards business response. Apart from previous analysis, it may also be interesting to consider the outcome from CIPD’s research concerning most Frameworks, which shows that the following Competencies are always found in most of them:

- Communication skills
- People management
- Team skills
- Customer service skills
- Results-orientation
- Problem-solving.

Other common external type of methodological approach to creating Frameworks relies in working with internal and external expert reviews and statistically based analysis of information (Dawes & Helbig, 2006), (Ravarini et al., 2001). The main problem with these types of approaches relies on people. Many conflicts arise when HR tries to mix internal view and external opinions from collected information, thus aggravating the conceptual ambiguity problem identified in previous chapter.

Mixed combinations of two previous approaches are sometimes considered, as the one proposed by (Yang, Wu, Shu, & Yang, 2006) in its POCCI (‘Process Oriented Core Competency Identification’) Model. Although results may be satisfactory, the authors recognize that the process is very complex to develop, as well as highly consumer of time and organizational’s effort.

COMPETENCY FRAMEWORKS DIFFERENTIAL ASPECTS

Differences are usually related to the framework content itself. Originally they consisted mainly of behavioural elements (CIPD, 2008) and later on they have become broader and more ambitious in scope, incorporating technical competencies. In some cases (Abel, 2006) they just outline competency definitions but don’t include relevant information concerning compliance levels and required employee’s activity-based expected behaviour associated to each level. In some scenarios the problem is the opposite, too many detailed content makes associated HR support processes bureaucratic and time consuming, thus generating reluctant employee attitudes affecting efficiency.

Apart from the various aspects identified so far in this paper, we believe that there is also a missing aspect in all known Frameworks which may be essential to succeed in any large scale transformation process such as CM, particularly in large size, technology driven organization: the deployment definition strategy. Having a just a good Competency definition model is not
enough to successfully approach a significant transformation initiative in HR. What is missing is a strategy definition methodology that includes at least:

- Guide to analyze and diagnose current organizational situation (both in HR processes development and System support).
- Definition and evaluation of current organizational technology scenarios.

**A BUSINESS ALIGNMENT ORIENTED APPROACH: FROM SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT TO COMPETENCY MODEL DEFINITION**

The innovative Competency Model approach suggested in this paper has been produced as a response to many organizations willingness to speed up CM supported transformation processes in a straight, business aligned manner and easy to implement for application in any HR management competency based process such as e-recruitment, e-Learning, Performance management or any other. As in any real business scenario, we have selected a particular functional domain, common and always present in any large size organizations: The IT & Systems management domain. The relevance of this domain relies in the actual fact that Computing and IT related activities are now recognised as one of the most significant forces that are reshaping business development in the new economy (Stiroh, 2000). Far from early predictions that IT management related activities could loose business influence and even easily be externalised (Dearden, 1987), current e-business organizational transformation shows just the opposite effect, particularly in large size organizations (Reich & Nelson, 2003) in which CIO’s are required to develop new organizational skills, management competencies and ability to cope with on going technology and IT architecture evolution.

The original idea consists in shaping the Framework from extracted relevant information from the particular Business activities Management Model, here the Systems Domain. It has two major advantages compared to other approaches:

1. All organizational activity domains are managed following simple or complex management models. Even in low maturity developed organizations, managers define priorities, objectives, sometimes assigning performance indicators that are periodically reviewed with employees. It is easier and cheaper to work with existent information then initiating new dedicated HR consultancy projects.

2. Shaping the Framework in accordance to the management model will ensure a permanent alignment between the Competencies defined and the business objectives, which are usually "incorporated" in the management performance and objectives indicators.

The Framework (as showed in Figure 1) has two major components within its intended scope: the first one is the Competency model definition built following adequate performance business indicators linked to the specific business management model (IT& Systems in our case), rather than using the classical job work assignment’s definition analysis and subsequent job profiles required for the organization. The second component is the Implementation Technical Strategy definition, covering both Processes and associated System support applications reengineering strategy, in which the methodological approach has been the following one:

- Building a ‘characterization’ of all HR business processes, identifying competencies-related activities and process interfaces.
- Current’s Processes & System’s status analysis
- Identification of HR Business Technology scenarios
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Figure 1. Competency framework definition scope proposal for large size organizations

- Evaluation and strategic selection of Organizational preferred scenario

The Activity Management Model for IT & Systems showed above represents the basis of our Framework as a reference guide to match against the particular model (functional, service-oriented, etc) used internally in each organization and it has been structured around 3 macro-processes:

- **Innovation**: it includes all System’s activities driven to generate Business advantages from opportunities generated by technology innovation. System’s Planning, Applications and Systems Architecture or Business alignment IT relationships are typical innovation related activities.

- **Change Management**: it covers any Customer’s development or maintenance support (Business Units as Marketing, Customer Sales or Finances) required applications.

- **Infrastructure Support**: includes all Data Processing Centers operation and management responsibilities, desktop and network service or help desk support.

This macro-processes view of organizational Systems activity is complemented and matched with a 4 views or responsibility levels, thus facilitating a ‘visual’ representation for employees objectives assignments, in accordance to adequate HR management maturity level, usually in 1-INITIAL or 2_MANAGED from P-CMM (Curtis, 2001):

The Financial view: measures Business value generated to its customers (internal Business Units) from Systems management. It’s the highest level, due to the fact that the ‘common language’ ensuring alignment between Systems and Business Units requires considering IT products or services as ‘technology related assets’, in away that there in common understanding to evaluate, determine priorities and decide how and when introduce changes in them.

The Client view: relates to the customer orientation in any Systems management model in place. It should incorporate indicators that are valued by Business Units (quality of IT services, deployment time measures, etc.).

The Process view: used to evaluate whether IT internal processes respond to Business Units service expectations (applications quality, # of maintenance actions in active services, etc.).